TOP TOURING IDEAS

PROGRAM

NATURAL AND SENSUAL, URBAN AND CULTURAL, PROVENCE HAS SOMETHING TO SATISFY EVERY HEART’S DESIRE... SET OFF TO EXPERIENCE THIS BEAUTIFUL, UNIQUE AND VARIED AREA IN JUST A FEW HOURS!

• FOR CULTURE LOVERS

¼ hour from the Terminal - visit the MuCEM (National Museum of European and Mediterranean Civilisations) – a magnificent new architectural feat celebrating stone and wind, set at the water’s edge. Follow up with a tour of the Panier quarter, Marseille’s oldest area.

¼ hour from the Terminal - take the tourist train running from the Vieux-Port (Old Port) to Notre-Dame-de-la-Garde via the coast road, to enjoy the stunning views over the city.

½ hour from the Terminal - discover Aix-en-Provence (Cours Mirabeau, the Mazarin quarter, old town and fountains) and walk in the footsteps of Cézanne by visiting his studio, ‘Bastide du Jas de Bouffan’ where the artist was born and Sainte-Victoire mountain.

1 hour from the Terminal - discover Arles, home to over 100 UNESCO World Heritage Monuments and fabulous museums.

1¼ hours from the Terminal - Les Baux-de-Provence, ranked as one of France’s Most Beautiful Villages. Perched on a rocky outcrop, its castle rules over the valley. Just a few minutes’ walk away, the world-unique ‘Carrières de Lumière’ is an ancient quarry, now a multimedia show venue.

• FOR NATURE LOVERS

¼ hour from the Terminal - boat tour of the Calanques National Park, Europe’s only land, marine and suburban national park, between Marseille and La Ciotat.

1¼ hours from the Terminal - bicycle tour of the Alpilles Regional Nature Reserve, home to breathtaking virgin landscapes and picturesque villages. A genuine concentrate of Provence!

1¼ hours from the Terminal - tour of an authentic ranch or horse ride through the Camargue Regional Nature Reserve to spot some rare bird species.

• FOR SHOPPING LOVERS

¼ hour from the Terminal - fill up your bags in Marseille’s new shopping quarters: the ‘Halles de la Major’ for gourmets, ‘Les Terrasses du Port’ facing the sea and ‘Docks Village’, a trendy new venue and genuine town within the town.

¼ hour from the Terminal - visit an authentic Provençal market, complete with local producers and gourmet specialities (Arles, Aix, Aubagne, etc. depending on the weekday).

1 hour from the Terminal - the very first outlet McArthurGlen Provence in the south of France welcome you in Miramas. Home to 120 brands at 30-70% less!

• FOR CRAFTS, WINE & FOOD LOVERS

1 hour from the Terminal - head to Aubagne to meet with around 60 ceramics and ‘Santon’ figurine makers and enjoy sharing in their know-how and passion.

1 hour from the Terminal - visit to a prestigious vineyard near Cassis – France’s only vineyard set inside a National Park!

1¼ hours from the Terminal - visit to an olive oil grower in the foothills of the Alpilles to discover the various stages of olive oil production, with free tasting.